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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

(through November 18)

New Cinema Festival: "Triumph of the Will”
CU Theatre - 12:30 & 6 : 0 0 P.M.... ...October 21
Cross Country vs. St. Joseph’s College
Belmont Plateau (tba)............... October 21
C&L Series - Brendan Gills "The Theatre
Today" CU Theatre -- 12:30.......... October 22
Films:

"The April Fools”
CU Theatre - 6 & 9 :30 P.M....... October. 23 & 24
"Guess Who's Coming to Dinner"
CU Theatre - 7:30 P.M........... October 23 & 24

Gavel Society College Debate Tournament Finals
CU Theatre - 4:00 P.M......... ......October 24
Soccer vs. PMC Colleges, McCarthy Stadium
2:00 P.M.......... ................. October 24
Cross Country vs. Drexel & Temple,
Belmont Plateau (tba) ................October 24
C&L Series - Gay Talese: "Dimensions of the New
York Times” CU Theatre - 12:30.... ..October 27
Soccer vs. St. Joseph’s, McCarthy Stadium
3:00 P.M......... ............... ...October 28
C&L Series - Rudolph Bing: "The Atmosphere of
Opera” CU Theatre - 12:30 P .M.......October 29
All Hallows Mass, Chapel-12:30 P.M....... ......October 30
Films:

"I Love You Alice B.
CU Theatre - 6:00
"The St. Valentine’s
CU Theatre - 7:30

Toklas" ...
& 9:00........ ....October 30 & 31
Day Massacre"
.
P .M............... October 30 & 31

Soccer vs. Drew University, McCarthy Stadium
2:00 P.M...... ......................October 31
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS (Cont'd.)

Big Five Country Championship, Belmont
Plateau (tba)........... ............October 31
ACADEMIC CONVOCATION
CU Theatre - 3:00 P.M....... ........November 1
College Council (tba)........... ..............November 2
C&L Series - Charles Coleman Sellers: "Charles
Wilson Peale: Propagandist of
Revolution"
CU Theatre - 12:30......... ........ November 3
New Cinema Festival: "The Great Dictator"
CU Theatre - 12:30 & 6:00........... November 4
Soccer vs. Rider College, McCarthy
Stadium, 3:00....................... November 4
C&L Series - Panel: "The Place of Athletics
in College" CU Theatre - 12:30...... November 5
Academic Affairs Committee Meeting (tba)...... November 6
Soccer vs. Ursinus College, McCarthy
Stadium, 2:00........................ November 7
Film:

"The Lion in Winter”
CU Theatre - 7 & 9:30 P.M.... .......November 7
CU Theatre - 7 & 9:30 P.M........... November 8

C&L Series - Anthony J. Moffett: "Student's
Attitudes Toward the Nixon Admin
istration" CU Theatre 12:30.......... November 10
Veterans' Day Mass, Chapel 12:30.......... .....November 11
FACULTY MEETING (Day) CU Theatre, 7:30........ November 11
Cross Country vs. Rider College
Belmont Plateau (tba).......... ......November 11
Soccer vs. West Chester, McCarthy Stadium
3:00 P.M.............. ..............November 11
C&L Series - Hendrik Gidenose: "Causing a Third
World War (1975-1990) as the Prime
National Educational Priority"
CU Theatre, 12:30 .................. .November 12
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Film:

"The Graduate"
CU Theatre CU Theatre -

7 & 9 P.M............ November 14
7 & 9 P.M............ November 15

C&L Series — Monsignor Edward Hughes: "The
Catholic School System and the Com
munity"
CU Theatre - 12:30......... .........November 17
Curriculum Committee Meeting (tba).............November 17
Ecumenical Prayer Service
Chapel, 12:30................ ..November 18
New Cinema Festival: "Ride the High
Country"
CU Theatre 12:30 and 6:00........... November 18

-
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
ITS PURPOSE AND EDUCATIONAL PHILOSOPHY
At a meeting of the business faculty September 28, a preliminary draft of the
new bulletin for the School of Business Administration was distributed. The bulletin
contained a complete description of the curriculum revision including course descrip
tions of revised courses and new courses to be introduced, an introductory statement
of purpose and educational philosophy of the Business School, and revised material
on supporting activities within the College such as admissions, financial aid, the
honors program for business administration, financial assistance, the placement pro
gram,student organizations, and the Advisory Board of the Council of President's
Associates. Copies of a recent article published in the Proceedings of the Annual
Meeting of American Association of Collegiate Schools of Business (1969) by Howard
Bowen, the president of University of Iowa, were also distributed. The article by
Bowen is reproduced in this Faculty Bulletin.
Excerpts from the statement by Dean Bruce V. MacLeod on purpose and educational
concepts follow:
The School of Business Administration offers a four-year undergraduate program
for men and women leading to the Bachelor of Science degree. Established as a sepa
rate division of La Salle College in 1955 in order to offer an increased variety of
programs to students, the School of Business has long pursued a concept of business
education which prepares students for business leadership. The School recognizes
that there is no single skill that marks a good business manager. Accordingly, the
program is structured to provide: (1) a solid foundation in the arts and sciences
as background for professional study in business administration;
(2) a core of
business subjects to acquaint the student with the major functions of business; and
(3) an opportunity to concentrate in depth in one or more of the major functional
areas. The program is professional in nature and is intended to provide competency
in business management.
Recent developments in the field of business education indicate clearly that
the practice of management has changed from an "art" to a kind of profession in
which skill rests on the conscious application of a body of knowledge to business
problems. The business program at La Salle meets this challenge by presenting a
breadth of courses in the sciences relevant to business administration and in the
business courses emphasizing those principles which are fundamental to any business
rather than detailed description of practices which may be obsolete before that
student ever uses them. The emphasis is on analysis, problem-solving, and oral and
written communication to prepare the student to meet the unpredictable demands of the
future. By way of illustration, a bookkeeper may be trained in the necessary skills
in a matter of months; to make of that bookkeeper an accountant capable of participa
time in his company's financial decisions and of dealing with complex relationships
with the public and with employees— that is something else again. The student who
completes the business program at La Salle is not just adept at his own specialty but
has an understanding of the way his specialty relates to other areas of business. He
can write a better report concerning the operations of his department because he has
been taught to organize ideas and present them clearly. He is capable of working
cooperatively with others because he has some understanding of psychology and the
wisdom that comes from a broad background of reading. He has the ability to use the
tools of quantitative analysis in the solution of business problems and knows how to
work with high speed electronic computers; and he will be able to recognize and im
plement the goals of society as they impinge on managerial decisions. Ideally, he
is a more valuable employee to his company and a more valuable member of society
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SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (Cont'd.)

because of his college training.
The program leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science represents several years
of review of the educational needs of students entering the business world and grad
uate schools and the needs of the College's urban environment. Specific considera
tion has been given to the students' educational background and age, their experience,
their expectations and goals, as well as the urban community— its structure, interests
and attitudes. The focus of the current program is preparation for managerial res
ponsibilities and the development of the individual. As indicated above, the program
has three major components. The first component is a general education foundation.
Course work includes study in humanities, social sciences, mathematics, and computer
sciences. These general studies provide the student with an understanding of him
self, the humanistic and philosophic aspects of man, Christian thought, and the social
mathematical and computing sciences relevant to business practice. The second com
ponent is the business foundation. Course work consists of study in the several areas
of business practice and in analytical methods and techniques. This foundation is
intended to develop a broad analytical skills for solving business problems. The
third component is a professional foundation in a career field. This foundation is
intended to develop general proficiency in a professional area in accordance with
career interests. The professional option selected will provide an enduring base
for personal development and an awareness of moral values and social responsibility.
The business and professional studies are designed to prepare students for a career
in a choice of several areas of business practice, or to continue with graduate ed
ucation in business or other professional schools.
The program consists of 120 credits, approximately half of which are in business
and economic subjects. The general education and business and professional studies
are pursued simultaneously by the student throughout the four years of undergraduate
study. In the junior year, a student begins to specialize in his professional option
or "major" course. Professional options are available in Accounting, Finance, In
dustrial Management, Industrial Relations, Marketing, Quantitative Analysis, and
special options designed to meet individual needs.

*

*

*

FOUR OPERATING COMMITTEES ESTABLISHED BY BUSINESS SCHOOL
At a recent meeting of the chairmen of the Business School it was decided to
establish four operating committees to carry out needed work during the current
academic year. The membership of the committees will consist of representatives
from each of the departments (including the chairmen) and will provide an opportunity
for the exchange of ideas and information.
The committees will be concerned with:
(1) student recruiting; (2) curriculum
development;
(3) faculty development; and (4) the need for improvement in physical
facilities available to the school of Business Administration.
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BUSINESS SCHOOL INAUGURATES HONORS PROGRAM
A complete Honors Program for business students has recently been initiated by
the School of Business. The first year's offerings include a special course in
Introductory Accounting (a required course for all business students) and an independ
ent study course for exceptional seniors.
The Introductory Accounting course has been designed to permit the student to
progress at a faster pace, cover more material, gain early insight into business
problems, and be introduced to the rigors and rewards of research and report writing.
The course for seniors, covering two semesters, consists of isolating a problem
in the business world of particular interest to the student, and conducting an in
depth research project on the problem. The project must be original and calculated
to advance the art of the profession.
At the present time, eight seniors are involved in the initial phase of related
reading and research on diversified majors, such as, Marketing, Accounting, Industrial
Relations, Business Education and Management. Several industries have demonstrated
interest in the research of the students and pledged their assistance. Plans are
currently being formulated to establish similar courses for the sophomore and junior
year.

*************************************
VICE PRESIDENT, PUBLIC AFFAIRS

COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION SLATES CONFERENCE
The Philadelphia Commission on Higher Education will hold its 13th annual con
ference at the Warwick Hotel November 24. The theme of the conference will be
"Higher Education in Mid-Passage". Those interested in attending may contact John
L. McCloskey, vice president, public affairs, at extension 245.

***************************

ALUMNI
DOWNTOWN CLUB TO HOLD LUNCHEON OCTOBER 21
The Downtown Club, under the chairmanship of Robert Schaefer, '54, will hold
its first luncheon Wednesday, October 21, in the Meade Room of the Union League at
12:30 P.M. Guest speaker will be Henderson Supplee, Chairman of the Philadelphia
Bicentennial Corporation. All faculty members are cordially invited to attend
(tickets, ”4.75); Further information can be obtained by calling Bill Fynes at the
alumni office (extension 421 or 422).

****************************
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ART DEPARTMENT
EXHIBIT SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED FOR THE GALLERY FOR THE STUDY COLLECTION OF ART
Sketches and water colors by Donald C. Greason, New England painter and retired
teacher, will be on display Mondays, Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, November 9-25, 2:00 PM
to 4 :00 PM, at the Gallery for the Study Collection of Art, second floor, Fine Arts
building, 2301 Clarkson Street.
Graphic work by Daniel Miller, well-known Philadelphia artist, may be seen Mon
days , Tuesdays, and Wednesdays, November 30-December 14, 2:00-4:00 P.M.
Scheduled for the spring semester of 1971 are the paintings of James Hanes,
La Salle faculty, graphics by James Lang, whose works opened last year's exhibit
season, and the art work of Neva Hansen, Philadelphia artist.

***************************

DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
A meeting to discuss the possiblity of financial backing for one or more of
the current plans for the development of the Business School was held with represent
atives of the major accounting firms of the Philadelphia area at Alden Park Manor
October 5. President Brother Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Brother Patrick Ellis, F.S.C.,
Business Dean Bruce V. MacLeod, associate professor Michael A. DeAngelis, and associ
ate professor Francis J. Guerin were in attendance at the meeting which was arranged
by the development office.
** *** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ************* *********** ****** ****

HISTORY DEPARTMENT

FRANCIS M. CARROLL TO DELIVER MAURICE FRANCIS EGAN LECTURE
Francis M. Carroll of the University of Manitoba will deliver the fifth lecture
in the Maurice Francis Egan Series entitled "Anglo-American Relations and the Irish
Question, 1916-22," on October 28 at 8:00 P.M. in College Union 301.

LIBRARY
DELIVERY SERVICE ESTABLISHED
A group of cooperating libraries has established a delivery service
the exchange of materials. Various departments and offices may make use
service free of charge. Letters, manuscripts, books, magazines, parcels
of equipment may be sent or received subject to the limitations of space
truck, and the driver's ability to carry the item to the truck.

to facilitate
of this
and pieces
on the

Items for delivery should be left at the circulation desk; the truck usually
arrives at 1:30 P.M. A schedule of deliveries has been sent to each office and de
partment.
*
*
*
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CASSETTES AND TAPES AVAILABLE
Through a government grant, the library has acquired two cassette players and a
small collection of tapes relating to various academic disciplines. These are
currently available for use in the reference department.
According to Brother Thomas Warner, F.S.C., it is anticipated that further
funds will be available to expand the collection. Suggestions as to desirable tapes
will be appreciated.

******************************
MARKETING DEPARTMENT
COLLEGE SELECTED TO PARTICIPATE IN PINTO PROJECT
The Marketing Department will participate in Ford Motor Company’s Pinto project,
designed to give practical experience to marketing students by exposing them to the
study of numerous factors surrounding the introduction of the new Ford Pinto.
Dr. George Swoyer, associate professor, will direct the study, in which associ
ate professor John McCloskey, associate professor Thomas Reifsteck, and instructor
Joseph Tague, as well as approximately 330 marketing students, will participate.
Since 1953 the marketing department has conducted similar practical studies to
implement class work for such organizations as Acme stores, Bell Telephone Co. of
Pennsylvania, Bayuk (Phillies) Cigars, Ransome Air Inc., Capital Controls, Parker
Pen Co., Liberty Federal Savings and Loan Associations, Paterson Parchment Paper
Co., Schmidts Brewery, and Penn Mutual Life Insurance Co.

***************************
MUSIC DEPARTMENT
COLLEGIUM MUSICUM FORMED ON CAMPUS
Collegium Musicum, an instrumental ensemble devoted to the performance both
old music and the new music of our time, has been organized at La Salle, it was
announced by the Fine Arts Department.
Interested faculty members, especially those who can play a woodwind, string
or brass instrument, or perhaps harpsichord, recorder, lute, etc., are most cordi
ally invited to join.
Please contact either Mr. Charles White or Mr. George Diehl in the Music House
(2103 Clarkson Ave.) by phone (extension 397) or drop a note to either gentlemen
in the College Hall mailroom.
*****************************
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SOCIOLOGY DEPARTMENT

PENNSYLVANIA SOCIOLOGICAL SOCIETY TO MEET HERE

The Pennsylvania Sociological Society will meet at La Salle College November
6 and 7. The initial session on "Violence and Control in American Society" will
take place at 8:00 P.M. in the Union Theater. November 7 morning sessions will
include meetings on anthropology, social welfare, and novel teaching methods in
sociology.

**********************************************
THEATER LA SALLE

WESLEY BURROWES' "THE BECAUSEWAY" TO OPEN THANKSGIVING EVE
A new chapter of the college theater will unfold on Thanksgiving Eve, November
25th, with the first American performance of "The Becauseway," Wesley Burrowes'
Irish Life Award-winning play, presented by Theater La Salle in association with the
Masque of La Salle College.
Theater La Salle, according to a joint announcement made by President Brother
Daniel Burke, F.S.C., and Dan Rodden, long-time director of theater at the college,
will be a year round extension of the drama program here along the general lines of
the established nine year old Music Theater.
"The Becauseway" will play ten performances, through December 6th.
Rodden attended the opening night of "The Becauseway" at the Abbey Theater in
Dublin last January, and immediately made arrangements with the author for its
production rights. The play is a penetrating and hilarious comedy about a young
couple and their search, which is in a sense everyone’s search, for reality, a real
ity they can live with in a world of cheapened values and meaningless symbols.
"What it is essentially," says Rodden,"is the funniest play I have seen in a
long time. What you go on to make of it beyond that is pretty much up to you. I
think it is finally very moving."
The play, which is presently playing in Belfast, has had successful runs during
the past year at Chester, England; Prague, Czechoslovakia, and the holdover engage
ment at the Abbey.
Also included in the first season of Theater La Salle, will be a February per
formance of Shakespeare's "Much Ado About Nothing," and an April presentation of
Gertrude Stein's "First Reader," a critical and popular success of last season's
off-Broadway, which has been described as "the most original revue idea in years."

**********************************
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PUBLISHED, SPOKE, MET, ETC.

ASHCRAFT, Dr. Carolyn W., assistant professor, Psychology, presented a paper, "The
Later School Achievement of Treated and Untreated Emotionally Handicapped
Children," at the September meeting of the American Psychological Associa
tion in Miami.
BLUMENTHAL, Dr. Bernhardt G., chairman of the Foreign Language Department, article:
"Paula Ludwig: Themes of Love and Death," The German Quarterly (future
date).
BROOKS, Dr. Victor D., associate professor, Psychology, will present lecture enti
tled "How to Recognize Problem Employees and the Employee with a Problem,"
at the forthcoming seminar of the Department of Labor Middle Managers,
November 20, Washington, D.C. Also, he will give an address entitled "Some
Characteristics of Chronically Unemployed White Males" at a seminar of the
Defense Department Managers at Atlantic City, December 4.
CHRISTIE, John H., instructor, Insurance, early this month was invited to attend and
to give comment and final conclusions concerning the computerization of
casuality renewals. This invitation was from the Holman Insurance Co. and
involved closed circuit television broadcast from Virginia, Harrisburg,
and Philadelphia.
DE ANGELIS, Michael A., associate professor, Accounting, recently attended two
symposiums on internal auditing, both in Philadelphia. Mr. De Angelis
was a panel member in the symposium at the Atlantic Richfield Building.
DIXON, Dr. Christa K., assistant professor, German, will present a paper, "Peter
Handkes Kaspar als Modellfall fur das Fredsprarke Erlernen," (German Text),
transl.: Peter Handkes Kaspar as a model of Foreign Language Learning,"
at the fall convention of the American Association of Teachers of German in
Los Angeles.
GEMBALA, Joseph E., lecturer, Business Law, attended a conference during August at
the International Bar Association, Trinity College, Dublin, Ireland.
Mr. Gembala delivered a paper and gave a talk on the topic "Death Under
Anesthesia."
GOLDNER, Dr. Bernard B., professor, Industry, speech: "Creative Management in Pre
mium Sales and Development of Innovations," delivered to the International
Meeting of the Premium Sales Association in New York last summer. Also,
spoke at Penn State University on "Creativity in Education" this past
summer.
GUERIN, Francis J. and MARKMANN, Joseph G., associate professors, Accounting, attend
ed the annual open meeting of the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public
Accountants' Committee on Relations with Colleges and Universities. Topic of
the meeting was "How to Attract Students to the Accounting Profession."
HALPIN, Charles A. J., Jr., professor, Industry, has been acting as Labor-Relations
advisor to the greater Philadelphia Enterprises Development Corporation.
Also, coordinated and moderated the recent Shops Steward Conference held at
La Salle by Locals no. 1357 and 415 of the Retail Clerks International
Association, AFL-CIO. The topic of the conference was "The War and its
Consequences." It represented a new venture by local union leadership with
concern for community problems.
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HANRATTY, John J., assistant professor, Accounting, has attended several seminars
within the past few months for Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public
Accountants, IBM, Burroughs-Wellcome Co., and others, all in or around the
Philadelphia area.
HENRY, James J., professor, Finance, headed the annual tour of the New York Stock
Exchange and the American Stock Exchange in New York City at the invitation
of Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner and Smith, Inc. The members of the tour
consisted of the Finance Club, students in the Finance classes, and the
Finance Department faculty.
JANIK, Allan, instructor, Philosophy, successfully defended his doctoral thesis
entitled, "Uncle Ludwig's Book on Ethics: Wittgenstein's Tractatus
Reconsidered," on September 18.
KAISER, Walter J., MARKMANN, Joseph G., associate professors, Accounting, attended
the Pennsylvania Institute of Certified Public Accountants gathering as
guests of Arthur Young and Co. The main item of discussion was the recruit
ment of college seniors by public accounting firms. Also, Mr. Kaiser and a
group of students from the Accounting Association attended the Annual
Accounting Seminar at Temple University last spring.
MC CLOSKEY, John L., associate professor, Marketing, will participate in Seminar/70,
"The Commodity Futures' Markets and the College Curriculum," to be
presented by the New York Coffee and Sugar Exchange in New York October
22. Faculty members from 41 colleges and universities will attend.
MC NELIS, John F., assistant professor, Industry, participated in the 38th annual
Pennsylvania Retailing Industry Convention held in Lancaster, Pa., Sept
ember 23-25. Also, he has been reappointed as consultant to the Penn
sylvania Retailers Association of which he was formerly a managing director.
MITCHELL, Lottie H., assistant professor, Psychology, recently delivered two lectures
to the PTA of Ancilla Academy on "Understanding the Child and the Adoles
cent." Also, she directed a workshop at Haverford State Hospital the
theme of which was "Cooperative Relationships Among Psychiatric Hospital,
Community and School," last September. Also, she attended the Pennsylvan
ia Federation Council of Exceptional Children in Pittsburgh, October 9-11.
MOONEY, Dr. Joseph P., professor, Economics, has been appointed to the Advisory
Board of the Latin American Studies Program at St. Joseph's College, Also,
he will chair a conference group at Immaculata College October 24, when
the Center for the Teaching of the Americas will hold a conference on "Latin
America: the Quality of Life."
O'GRADY, Joseph P., associated professor, History, article: "Religion and Diplo
macy: An Incident in Austro-American Relations," American Jewish Historical
Quarterly, LIX (June, 1970), pp. 407-24.
REIFSTECK, Thomas, associate professor, Marketing, as President of the College
Placement Council, Inc., has recently visited five Regional Placement
Associations (Chicago, I11.; San Antonio, Texas; Lancaster, Pa.;- Went
worth By The Sea, New Hampshire; and Colorado Springs, Colorado) where
he d e livered speeches to groups varying from 450 to 1130 .
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WHITMAN, Brother Phillip, F.S.C., associate professor, Accounting, has been promoted
to full professional membership in the International Association of Systems
Management (Computer Systems Organization).
WOODS, Melvin F., associate professor, Finance, recently attended the annual meeting
of Business Bankers of the Federal Reserve Bank, in Philadelphia.
ZALESKI, Jerome A., lecturer, Business Law, addressed Principals and Administrators
of the School District of Philadelphia on "Personal Liability of School
Personnel" recently.
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IN THE LITERATURE
Bowen, Howard R. "Business Schools and the University - Opportunities For Reform"
AACSB Proceedings, Annual Meeting, May 1969.

Excerpts—
This is the third time I have been on the program of the AA.CSB annual meeting over a
twenty-year period— once in 1949 and again in 1960. In preparing this talk I re
viewed what I had said before, not with the intention of plagiarizing my own past
thoughts, but to determine in what respects changing times and additional experience
might have altered my views. This dipping into the past was not at all reassuring
because it appears that my ideas have not changed very much, and that may say more
about me than about the subject.
Since my 1960 effort, I have had an opportunity to become acquainted with profess
ional education in many fields other than business— among them, law, medicine, den
tistry, social work, journalism, and many others. I have been surprised to find
that the educational issues in all these various fields are really quite similar.
I find that when I discuss education with various professional groups, I end up
saying about the same thing to each one of them. I shall begin my remarks, then,
with a brief general theory of professional education applicable to all fields.
A General Theory
One of the tasks of a university is to prepare people for the learned professions.
By learned professions, I mean those vocations that are
founded upon a broad liberal education in the humanities, social studies, and
natural sciences, and which involve application of these disciplines to practical
affairs.
The learned professions also have other common characteristics. One is that most
of the learning of the practitioners occurs through experience and lifelong study
rather than through set formal training. The formal university course cannot hope
to accomplish more than to orient the youthful aspirant and to put him in a position
to begin his career. The mastery of his profession usually comes much later and
only through continuous study and practice and maturity.
The learned professions are alike also in that they are subject to rapid changes in
both theory and practice as new knowledge is discovered and as new conditions arise.
For this reason, much of the specific practical knowledge at any time is highly
perishable. To cope with obsolescence, then the education of the professional
person must be concentrated largely on the basic fundamentals which underlie the
profession rather than on the details of practice. It must provide the means and
the motives for keeping up-to-date, rather than teach the latest practical techniques
or the latest legislation. There is no future in the trade school approach to any
of the learned professions. All professional education must be designed to produce
a flexible,versatile, intellectually curious person— not to produce persons who
know only the current tricks of the trade.
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Another feature common to the learned professions is that they all place upon the
practitioner heavy responsibility for the welfare of other persons. When a doctor
performs surgery, a lawyer defends a client, an engineer designs a bridge, or a
businessman organizes a company, each is in a position of trust in which other
persons are dependent upon him for their lives or their fortunes. Professional men
and women, therefore, must be persons of ethical and humane sensibilities who are
fully aware of the implications of their decisions and actions.
The members of virtually every profession are inescapably involved in a variety of
intimate human relationships such as doctor to patient, lawyer to client or jury,
or businessman to worker. To perform successfully the professional man must have an
understanding of people and a sympathy for them. Yet he must retain an objectivity
so that his professional judgment is not beclouded by emotion or sentiment.
Finally, the learned professions have in common that their members are often placed
in positions of civic and political leadership, and are therefore obliged to have
some understanding of public affairs and social issues.
These remarks may be summed up by saying that persons who engage in the learned
professions must be men and women of broad learning, of depth of knowledge in what
ever basic sciences and arts underlie their professions, and of versatility. Pro
fessional education consists of foundation-building. What is wanted in the young
aspirants for any of the professions is well-educated men and women with enough
practical know-how to get started in a first job. As John Stuart Mill said, in a
much quoted statement, "Men are men before they are lawyers or physicians or manu
facturers; and if you make them capable and sensible men, they will make themselves
capable and sensible lawyers and physicians."
With these considerations in mind, professional education in all fields should be
constantly examined to determine whether existing programs are sufficiently broad,
whether they provide adequate mastery of the underlying arts and sciences, and
whether the graduates are sufficiently versatile to keep pace with future develop
ments. Each professional college would perhaps approach the problem differently
and reach different solutions. For some, the solutions might be to lengthen the
period of professional study. For some, the solution might be to offer more liberal
studies concurrently with professional studies. For some, the solution might be to
introduce more liberal learning into the professional courses. The problem is surely
common to all the professions, and each professional college might well devote some
of its best thinking to reaching better solutions.
The things I have been saying about professional education in general obviously apply
to schools of business administration. Businessmen of the future must be broadly
educated. Whatever their particular tasks, they will be increasingly concerned
with such activities as research and development, human relations, market analysis,
product design, foreign trade, relations with government, systems analysis, and
analysis of economic conditions. The basic arts and sciences underlying the study
of business make up a long list. They include mathematics, statistics, accounting,
physics, chemistry, biology, political science, international affairs, psychology,
and economics. But there are others as well. It may well be, for example, that an
understanding of literature and history is as important to the businessman, when he
deals with human problems or public regulations, as a knowledge of psychology or
economics. And it may be that an understanding of science is as useful as a knowled
ge of accounting or marketing. And certainly the businessman in his role as civic
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leader must have a grasp of economics, politics, and history. Indeed, it is diffi
cult to find any subject that is not relevant to the work of some businessmen.
So much for the general theory of professional education. I find that these prin
ciples are being considered increasingly by all professional colleges, including
schools of business. In fact, I observe much more educational ferment in the pro
fessional schools than in the schools of sciences and arts. And I think the hope for
leadership in the advancement of the university as an educational institution lies
in the professional schools rather than in the central and highly traditional schools
of sciences and arts.
With this introductory background,let me turn more directly to my assignment which
I understand to be the role of business schools in the university. I believe that
the business schools could make enormous contributions to the university at this
time and that, on the whole, they have not fully appreciated their special oppor
tunities. I shall try to suggest several ways in which business schools could and
should add significantly to the quality of university life.
Collegiality
One of these ways is to achieve genuine collegiality.
As everyone knows, many universities are so large that individual personality of
both students and faculty is threatened. Universities are in constant danger of
being dominated by the spirit of the assembly line or the computer. In America, we
are of course destined in all walks of life to be members of large organizations
and of mass society. The critical issue is not the size of our organizations or the
numbers of our population, but the way we are organized to protect the integrity of
the individual and to give him a secure sense of belonging to a meaningful community.
A university of 5,000 students, if poorly organized, can be more devastating to
individuality than a campus of 40,000 properly decentralized into subdivisions of
human scale.
In a university, we have several ways of decentralizing into meaningful subcommuni
ties. One is through student housing arrangements. Another is through various
extracurricular activities. Another is through various spontaneous and informal
social groupings. Another— and I think the most promising under present conditions
— is to make the department, school, or college a meaningful community in which
concern for individuals is clearly expressed. Some of our professional schools
have long had a strong sense of collegiality, especially schools of law, medicine,
dentistry, and theology. And some departments in liberal arts colleges achieve this
same sense of community for advanced and graduate students. In general, however,
collegiality is largely missing in the liberal arts college and this is one of our
most serious problems. I believe that business schools have a special opportunity
to develop a collegial atmosphere with a strong sense of community and scope for
individual identification. Some have succeeded in becoming collegial organizations,
but certainly not all.
To become collegial organizations, schools of business need to have appropriate
physical quarters including libraries and social facilites. Incidentally, I think
the massive central student unions now found on many campuses are anachronistic,
and that such social facilities should, when possible, be decentralized among the
colleges. It would be good if colleges could have their own playing fields and
recreational facilities, though this idea may be a bit utopian. The colleges should,
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in my opinion, develop their own extracurricular and social activities; they should
take over full responsibility for their students including counseling, placement,
and even discipline. They might do more of their own teaching in fields outside
business, perhaps through joint appointments with other colleges and departments of
the university. This opinion represents a change in viewpoint for me.
The most important mark of collegiaiity is that the faculty takes an interest in its
students as persons and in their personal development as whole men and women. The
tendency in higher education today, especially in schools of sciences and arts where
collegiaiity has virtually disappeared, is for the faculty to think only of impart
ing specialized subject matter— not of developing students as persons. In the pro
fessional schools— medicine, law, theology--where collegiaiity is most highly ad
vanced, the emphasis is on developing future professional persons, not on specilized
subject matter, one course at a time.
I need not go into further detail to make my point. I am suggesting that a college
of business should become a meaningful and largely self-contained community with
which students and faculty could identify and where members could have a sense of
individuality, of belonging, and of esprit de corps. In some institutions the
school of business itself is too large for the purpose. In such institutions, fur
ther subdivision may be needed. In very large universities more than one school of
business might be organized— each with its own distinctive program. We need studies
of the relation between the size and the educational or human effectiveness of
academic units, and of the gains and losses from decentralization of universities.
Business schools would be especially qualified to make such studies.
Educational Innovation
Next, I should like to point out the opportunities of business schools in education
al innovation. The university, as an educational institution, seems to me to be
extraordinarily backward. My greatest frustration after twenty years of academic
administration is that I have been able to make such a small impact on education.
In a world of dramatic scientific and technological change and of increasing pro
ductivity, the university is clearly a laggard.
In all candor, it is hard to identify any significant change in educational technique
since World War I. It is true that new subjects like nuclear engineering, computer
science, and linear programming have been introduced; that many specialized courses
have been added (but few dropped); that facilities have improved; that faculties
are better trained; that the research effort has been intensified; and that standards
have become more rigorous. It is also true that there has been constant tinkering
with curricular requirements; and that there has been some desultory experimenta
tion with films, TV, computer-aided instruction, programmed learning, case studies,
and independent study. But when the record is reviewed in its entirety, for the
bulk of the institutions, one can only conclude that the basic mode of instruction—
courses, textbooks, lecture-discussion, close supervision, frequent class meetings,
frequent tests, laboratory instruction based on "cookbook" manuals, credits, and
grades— has been essentially unchanged. And in efficiency or economy of instruction,
few if any gains have been made. Teaching loads have, of course, declined markedly;
but this decline has had the effect of diverting faculty time to research and has
not necessarily changed the mode of instruction or affected its cost. Indeed, the
principal change in the university since World War I has been increasing research
activity and reduced teaching loads of professors.
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The record suggests either that optimal methods of instruction (as to effectivenes
and cost) were discovered long ago, and no significant improvement is possible; or
that the university under its present system of governance is incorrigibly conser
vative. Take your choice.
I am not one who believes there are panaceas. Not all the answers lie in the use
of audiovisual gadgets, and not all present practices should be scrapped. I believe
that part of the answer lies in helping our students become independent learners,
rather than in nurturing their dependency through the close supervision common to
present teaching methods. I believe we can improve education, in the deepest sense,
while reducing cost. Whether or not I am right in this particular opinion, it is
clear that the academic world needs a more venturesome and experimental approach to
education. One's conclusion about governance should, in my opinion, be based primar
ily on this need for a new progressiveness in educational policy. The only accept
able system of governance is one that will, among other things, enable the univer
sity to become educationally forward looking.
It is often alleged that the university's educational conservatism exists precisely
because academic policy is the area most completely under faculty domination, and
least influenced by governing boards, president, deans, or students. The primacy
of the faculty in the academic area has been generally accepted for the reason that
faculty members are professionals, and others have been hesitant to challenge the
dominance of the experts. While it is unquestionably true that faculty members are
experts in the substance of their fields, it is on the whole not true that they are
experts in pedogogy— either in the philosophy or techniques of education. There is
no reason whatever for concluding that only faculty members can have useful opinions
or recommendations on the objectives and methods of teaching. There is a legitimate
role for administrators, students, and various specialists to assist, advise, lead,
and stimulate faculties to improve the learning of students.
Though faculty members may have been primarily responsible for inaction in education
al reform, I do not wholly absolve administrators of the blame. They have not used
all their powers in promoting reform. Their position has been weak because excell
ent faculty have been scarce and highly mobile. It has also been weak because they
have been preoccupied with public relations and fund raising, and have not been able
to give close attention to the problem. Moreover, intent on institutional prestige,
they have aided and abetted the faculty be supporting a reward system that strongly
encourages research and scholarship but provides little incentive to educational
reform.
The impetus to educational reform may come from students. They have already made
an impact by instituting such changes as the pass-fail grade, Afro-American studies,
the free university movement, independent study programs, and evaluation of courses
and teachers. If there were joint advisory councils in our universities composed of
administration, faculty, students, and non-academic staff, it is possible that the
agenda would begin to include educational issues and that a coalition of administra
tion and students would push the faculty into action. This push might be strength
ened by the coming financial pinch which will dictate greater attention to economy.
If orderly changes in the internal balance of power will not produce results, then I
would expect either contention, disorder, and coercion from within, or pressure from
outside (including restriction of financial support)— or both. We have reached the
end of the era when it was possible to ignore or postpone educational reform. There
is obvious need for research and experimentation in methods of higher education,
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looking toward both improved effectiveness and lower cost. There is also need for
simple and obvious changes that would produce better results and reduce costs, long
before the results of any research program were known.
One of the ironies of our plight is that we have been through our greatest era of
growth and development but have not captured the enthusiasm of our students. We
have employed thousands of faculty, raised salaries and fringe benefits, built
buildings, purchased books and equipment, entered new academic fields, and organized
new institutions; but we have not devised a form of education that fits the mood of
the late twentieth century. I believe that the greatest barrier to improvement is
our preoccupation with institutional prestige.
My view is that a business school, with its emphasis on the business spirit of
innovation and efficiency, might be a center in the university from which educational
reform would emanate. It is possible that a president wishing to stir up the winds
of educational change might strategically place some funds in a school of business
for purposes of educational experimentation and innovation. Because of the close
contacts of business schools with other parts of the university, any successes
might have an impact on the entire institution.
A Second College of Liberal Arts
In conclusion, I should like to return to my opening theme, namely, the liberal arts
in relation to education for buiness. In the past this matter has generally been
considered in terms of the division of students' programs between business studies
and liberal studies. Critics of business schools have long been arguing for an ex
panded proportion devoted to liberal studies. The argument has been in terms of
number of credits earned in various fields. I have come to the conclusion that
this formulation of the issue is not useful.
I would suggest that business school studies should themselves be liberal studies
and that business schools should frankly become— what some already are— schools of
liberal education.
Virtually no part of the curricula of an arts and sciences college is irrelevant to
business careers. Surely, science, mathematics, psychology, sociology, political
science, history, foreign languages, literature, and art are all as directly rele
vant to various careers in business as are marketing, management, finance, or accounting.
At the same time, every part of the business curriculum, if ably taught, is relevant
to the understanding of our world and raises important issues of value, morality,
and meaning. I refer, for example, to accounting, which is one of the major lan
guages of our society; to organization, management, and human relations in business;
to the process of distributing goods and services; to the formation of demand as an
interaction between social values and consumer choice on the one hand and merchan
dising and advertising on the other; to the finance of enterprises, households, and
governments. These, the characteristic studies offered in a business school, are or
can be as liberal (or liberating) as anything in natural science, social studies,
or humanities taught in a college of sciences and arts.
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The conclusion I draw is that the distinction between liberal education and business
education is artificial and untenable. The business school should not attempt to
become a professional school in contradistinction to the college of sciences and
arts, but should itself frankly become a center of liberal education with emphasis
on the study of administration. The primary duty of the business school should be
to produce liberally educated men and women. These men and women should have a wide
variety of backgrounds corresponding to the wide range of talents, interests, and
skills needed in business. Some of this background would be derived from business
studies and some from science, social studies, and humanities. But every student
would be expected to become a liberally educated person, and no part of his educa
tion would be considered strictly "professional" as distinguished from "liberal."
I believe the business school— because of its smaller size, its compact organization,
its intrinsically liberalizing subject matter, and its potential for collegiality—
stands a good chance to surpass the scattered, unwieldy, and often professionalized
college of arts and sciences as a center of liberal education. The business school
should frankly become a second school of liberal studies.

